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DESCRIPTION

Palletizer by layers which moves these from the pattern creation table to the pallet using 
vulcanized clamps that hold the boxes. 

It’s thought for boxes that,due to their geometry and consistence can be transported with 
security by pressure clamps.

The boxes enter the conformation table from the confection line. In this table there are 
formed the rows of boxes. When one of these is done they move to allow more boxes.

This operation is repeated until layer completion. Once the layer is complete the claw 
lowers itself and closes the clamps, holding the boxes with pressure.

With the secured boxes, the claw lifts over the pallet and moves horizontally to the 
palletizing zone to place the boxes after lowering itself.

OPERATION
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Palletizer by clamps

Production 2.5 cycles/minute or 15 boxes/minute
Installed power 3KW.
Maximum load 150 kg/layer.
Air consuption 72LN/minute.

· Built with electro welded steel tubes, conformed plate and sheet bars.
· Finished in epoxy paint, dual component polyurethane or zinc coated.
· Vertical movement using auto tightening chains and guided by vulcanized wheels.
· Horizontal movement using toothed belt.
· Vulcanized pressure clamps with precision guides and pneumatic closure.
· Control using touchscreen.
· Turner at the table’s entrance option.
· Optional kits for different boxes and formats.
· Center option for an optimal layering.
· Posibility under request of include a handling pallets system.
· Posibility under demand to palletize with the pallet in both positions.

PCMi6

· Adaptable to a wide range of boxes and patterns
· Minimal maintenance
· Traceability possibility using turner.
· High production
· Short amortization period

TECHNICAL DATA

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES


